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Pinkalicious And The Babysitter I Can Read Level 1
Readers can watch Pinkalicious and Peterrific on the funtastic PBS Kids TV series Pinkalicious &
Peterrific! #1 New York Times bestselling author Victoria Kann brings young readers a Pinkalicious I Can
Read story about creativity and the best babysitter ever. When Maya babysits Peter and Pinkalicious,
they all enjoy playing pinkatastic games and drinking yummy hot chocolate until—crash!—Peter breaks his
mother’s mug! Can Pinkalicious turn the broken pieces into art with heart? Pinkalicious and the
Babysitter is a Level One I Can Read book, which means it’s perfect for children learning to sound out
words and sentences!
In an effort to pack everything that will be needed for their summer vacation, a little girl and her
family are bound to overlook something, in a meter-perfect "twist" on Clement C. Moore's classic
Christmas poem. Original.
This chapter book in Newbery Honor–winning and bestselling author Louis Sachar’s Marvin Redpost series
stars Marvin and…the president of the United States? The president of the United States is coming to
visit Marvin’s class. He’s even going to answer one question from each kid! Plus the whole thing is
going to be on TV. Marvin is nervous. What if someone steals his question? What if he can’t speak when
it’s his turn? Will he look silly in front of the president and everyone watching? Hilarious and
relatable, Marvin Redpost is perfect for kids who love to bond with quirky characters like Junie B.
Jones and George Brown, Class Clown.
"Can Toucan juggle two cans? He can! What about three cans? Or four? Can you root for Toucan and his can
juggling act?"-Queen of Cupcakes
Pinkalicious: Fishtastic!
Babysitting Blues
More Pies!
Pinkalicious and the Babysitter

While waiting for the first snow to fall, Pinkalicious discovers her own winter
wonderland with the help of a new friend in town! #1 New York Times bestselling author
Victoria Kann is back with a sweet winter story that's perfect for parents and kids to
read together all year round! This storybook also includes winter-themed stickers.
Being Pinkalicious is pinkatastic, especially when she's accompanied by her pet unicorn,
Goldilicious. Goldie is a roller-skating, kite-flying, high-jumping unicorn who will
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protect Pinkalicious from the evil wizardry of her little brother, Peter. Together,
Pinkalicious and Goldilicious can conquer anything! This enchanting follow-up to the New
York Times bestselling Pinkalicious and Purplicious brings to life a new and magical
character that is every bit as captivating as her pinkeriffic owner. With heaps of
creativity and a touch of sparkle, Goldilicious glows—from horn to toe.
Shelley has to pick up the socks she’s left all over her room. But when she opens her
sock drawer, a tiny troublemaking boy appears. She has to make her bed, but there he is
again, underneath the sheets watering a tomato plant. Soon enough this tiny terror is
making a mess all over the house and Shelley’s efforts to get rid of him only make him
grow bigger. The solution, to everyone’s surprise, is banishment by hugs and kisses! A
newly designed Classic Munsch picture book introduces this charming tale of a tiny, yet
persistent interloper to a new generation of young readers.
Pinkalicious can't wait to go to ballet class with her best friend, Alison, but things
take a turn when there's a mix-up and Pinkalicious ends up in the big kids' class. Will
Pinkalicious get lost among the dancers, or will she be able to jump to new
The Boy in the Drawer
The Night Before Summer Vacation
Pinkalicious and the Snow Globe
Pinkalicious and the Perfect Present
Silverlicious
When the kingdom of the crystal fairies is faced with a terrible threat, Mariposa, the ambassdor to
Shimmervale, must rely on the shy Princess Catania to save the kingdom.
When Maya babysits Peter and Pinkalicious, they all enjoy playing pinkatastic games and drinking yummy hot
chocolate - until Peter breaks his mother's mug! Can Pinkalicious turn the broken pieces into art with heart?
A Level 1 reader from NYT bestselling author Victoria Kann. Penworthy Prebound Edition
Pinkalicious and the Pinksters are losing the match! Riding on the back of her unicorn, Goldilicious,
Pinkalicious travels the world meeting soccer-playing girls who inspire her to save the game.
Pinkalicious and her family have a giddy-up good time in this new Level One I Can Read adventure down at
the ranch, brought to you by #1 New York Times bestselling author Victoria Kann. When Pinkalicious visits
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the Pink Pines Ranch, she meets the most amazing mini-tastic miniature pony! When the peewee pony
escapes her corral, it’s up to Pinkalicious to find her. Pinkalicious and the Pinkadorable Pony is Guided
Reading Level K and a Level One I Can Read book, which means it’s perfect for children learning to sound
out words and sentences.
Special 7
Fairy Dreams
Tutu-Rrific!
Daisy Jane, Best-ever Flower Girl
D.W. All Wet
Adventures in babysitting with Strawberry! When Strawberry Shortcake volunteers to watch the
rambunctious Baby Berrykin, she doesn't expect him to be quite so much trouble. Instead of playing
nicely with Strawberry and her friends, Baby Berrykin runs around town using his berry sparkles to
change the colors of all the things in Berry Bitty City. Can Strawberry step in and save the day? This
8 x 8 storybook is based on an episode from Strawberry's CGI television show.
Pinkalicious thinks school is okay, but she misses her imaginary unicorn, Goldie. When she brings her
golden classmate to class one day, her teacher is concerned: Unicorns aren't allowed in school! It's up
to Pinkalicious to make sure Goldie behaves herself. In this I Can Read companion to the New York Times
bestsellers Pinkalicious, Purplicious, and Goldilicious, a pink-crazed girl learns that with her
companion by her side, school rules!
An 8x8 based on an episode from the PBS KIDS animated television series Xavier Riddle and the Secret
Museum starring Theodore Roosevelt. Based on the children's book series Ordinary People Change the
World by New York Times bestselling author Brad Meltzer and illustrator Christopher Eliopoulos, the
series will introduce kids to inspiring historical figures and the character virtues that helped them
succeed. Brad does not like creepy crawly things and has marked the entire playground as a No-Go Zone!
The Secret Museum sends him, Xavier, and Yadina to meet Theodore Roosevelt who helps them learn that
creepy crawly things need space to live, too. This episode-based 8x8 will focus on the traits that made
our heroes great--the traits that kids can aspire to in order to live heroically themselves.
Fans of Fancy Nancy and Pinkalicious will adore Tina Cocolina, a sweet little cupcake of a girl with a
sense of adventure and a flair for fashion who’s on the hunt for her perfect topping. This
mouthwatering picture book includes cupcake and frosting recipes from an award-winning pastry chef,
maestro Martin Howard.
Lila's Christmas Angel
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Pinkalicious: The Royal Tea Party
The Wild World of the Future
Pinkalicious and the Amazing Sled Run
Pinkalicious: Story Time

Readers can watch Pinkalicious and Peterrific on the funtastic PBS Kids TV series Pinkalicious & Peterrific! #1 New
York Times bestselling author Victoria Kann brings young readers a Pinkalicious I Can Read adventure about
imagination, courage, and lots of snow! Pinkawow! It snows so hard in Pinkville that the snow reaches the
rooftops. Pinkalicious and Peter build a sled run that starts at Pinkalicious’s upstairs bedroom window and goes all
over Pinkville! Wheeee! When Peter sees how steep it is he freezes in his tracks! Can his big sister Pinkalicious
help Peter conquer his fears and enjoy the ride? Pinkalicious and the Amazing Sled Run is a Level One I Can Read
book, which means it’s perfect for children learning to sound out words and sentences.
Readers can watch Pinkalicious and Peterrific on the funtastic PBS Kids TV series Pinkalicious & Peterrific!
Pinkalicious and her friends have a mermazing time in this Level One I Can Read adventure that celebrates the
power of friendship. Pinkalicious likes her new friend Splash the merminnie, even though he is a show-off. When
Splash’s flashy tricks get him in trouble, it’s up to Pinkalicious and her friends to save him! Pinkalicious and the
Merminnies is a Level One I Can Read, which means it’s perfect for children learning to sound out words and
sentences.
Readers can watch Pinkalicious and Peterrific on the funtastic PBS Kids TV series Pinkalicious & Peterrific! #1 New
York Times bestselling author Victoria Kann brings young readers another pinkatastic I Can Read story featuring
Pinkalicious! Pinkalicious is crowning Goldie as Princess Goldilicious and throws a royal tea party to celebrate. Of
course, that means tea, sandwiches, and lots and lots of pinkerrific decorations! But Peter has a few creative ideas
of his own for the party—right before all the guests arrive! Will the perfect party turn into a royal mess? This is a
Level 1 I Can Read book that is perfect for children learning to sound out words and sentences.
Synopsis coming soon.......
Pinkalicious: Soccer Star
Pinkalicious: Tickled Pink
The Case of the Glow-in-the-Dark Ghost
Tina Cocolina
Pinkalicious: Happy Birthday!
Stay tuned for a brand-new show coming in winter 2018 to PBS Kids: Pinkalicious & Peterrific! #1
New York Times bestselling author Victoria Kann is back with a new I Can Read story featuring
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Pinkalicious! Pinkalicious is surprised when the author of her favorite series, the Princess Plum
books, turns out to be a man and not a princess! But after talking to him, she is inspired to write her
own stories—and when she finds herself daydreaming about her ideas in class, Pinkalicious’s teacher
decides to have a writing festival. Beginning readers will love seeing how Pinkalicious uses her
imagination to write a pinkamazing story in this I Can Read adventure! This is a Level One I Can Read
book, which means it’s perfect for children learning to sound out words and sentences.
D.W. bosses her brother Arthur into carrying her on his shoulders at the beach because she
maintains that she hates the water, until she gets a big wet surprise.
Lila Fowler, whose parents are divorcing and whose father is too busy for her, is facing a sad
Christmas until she meets Serena, a guardian angel, who understands Lila's problems. Original.
The #1 New York Times bestselling author-artist of the Pinkalicious series, Victoria Kann, is back with
an imagination-sparking new book starring Pinka’s brother, Peter. In Peterrific, readers can follow
Peter's own adventures as he builds a tower of blocks all the way to the moon. Peter loves to build
with blocks. One day, he decides to build a tower that will reach the moon, and he wants to do it all
by himself. Will the moon be made of cheese? Can he catch a shooting star? As Peter climbs higher
and higher into space, he discovers he doesn’t have a way down! He’ll have to figure out what to do
next—all by himself.
I Am Theodore Roosevelt
Pinkalicious: School Rules!
Toucan with Two Cans
Pinkalicious: Pink of Hearts
Pinkalicious and the Flower Fairy
Pinkalicious loves Valentine’s Day! This sweet storybook is a fun read for young Pinkalicious fans. Everyone in her class is assigned to make an extra-special
Valentine’s Day card for one person in the class. Pinkalicious creates a magnificently pinkerrific card. Will the valentine that she gets in return measure up? This
fun story can be enjoyed on Valentine's Day or any day.
On the first day of school, a young boy expects only the worst when he discovers that his new teacher is the "monstrous" Mrs. Green.
When Tiffany challenges Pinkalicious to a laugh-off, the pressure is on to create the most pinkerrifically funny joke of all time. Even if Pinkalicious doesn't win the
contest, she's going to have a lot of fun trying!
When Pinkalicious loses a tooth, it's not just any tooth—it's her sweet tooth! Suddenly candy no longer tastes sweet! With her pinkatastic pen, Pinkalicious writes
a note to the Tooth Fairy and tucks it under her pillow . . . only to hear from Cupid, the Easter Bunny, and a Christmas elf instead. It is not until the Tooth Fairy
finally responds—and works some magic—that Pinkalicious discovers where sweetness really comes from. Fairy-tale characters and sparkling scenes make
Silverlicious a sweet treat for all.
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Peterrific
Pinkalicious and the Pinkadorable Pony
Pinkalicious and the Merminnies
Pinkalicious
Pinkalicious: Pinkie Promise

Readers can watch Pinkalicious and Peterrific on the funtastic PBS Kids TV series Pinkalicious & Peterrific! Pinkalicious
and Peter have a magni-fish-cent time down at the dock in this new Pinkalicious I Can Read adventure brought to
young readers by #1 New York Times bestselling author Victoria Kann. Pinkalicious wants to catch the pinkest fish in
the sea when she goes fishing with Peter. What they catch isn’t pinkapretty...it’s even better! Pinkalicious: Fishtastic!
is a Level One I Can Read, which means it’s perfect for children learning to sound out words and sentences.
Looks at the latest in evolutionary theory by providing a computer-simulated view of animals in a post-human world
that have adapted to massive climate and geological changes.
Samuel, a very hungry boy, joins a pie-eating contest at the park.
Battle Beasts and fight Evil with Tom and Elenna in the bestselling adventure series for boys and girls aged 7 and up!
A new Beast has risen from the Underworld! Ravira reeks of death and commands a pack of fearsome Avantian
Hounds. Tom must defeat Ravira before Taladon succumbs to the hounds' deadly bite, and is enslaved forever... If you
like Beast Quest, check out Adam Blade's other series: Team Hero, Sea Quest and Beast Quest: New Blood!
Ravira Ruler of the Underworld
I Can Read
The Teacher from the Black Lagoon
Goldilicious
How I Became a Pirate
Missing hamsters, lost coins, haunted houses...Jigsaw Jones has seen it all before. With his top-secret detective journal, eye for
detail, and ace partner Mila, Jigsaw is always ready to take on a new case. Unless it means staying after school! Jigsaw and Mila's
new case has them searching school buses, spying on classmates, and dusting for fingerprints in the school cafeteria. Yuck! Will
the hunt for clues help them solve this back-to-school mystery? Or just land them in detention?
Daisy Jane, who is thrilled to be the flower girl at her babysitter's wedding, helps save the day when a storm threatens the
festivities. Simultaneous.
When Pinkalicious uses all of Alison’s pink paint in class, Pinkalicious knows just how to make it up to her best friend! The third I
Can Read in the bestselling Pinkalicious series, pinkie promise tells a story of friendship that will delight young readers.
Jeremy Jacob joins Braid Beard and his pirate crew and finds out about pirate language, pirate manners, and other aspects of their
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life.
Spring Is Here, Hello Kitty! (Hello Kitty)
Marvin Redpost #5: Class President
Readers can watch Pinkalicious and Peterrific on the funtastic PBS Kids TV series Pinkalicious & Peterrific! #1 New York Times bestselling author
Victoria Kann is back with a new I Can Read story featuring Pinkalicious! In Pinkalicious and the Perfect Present, Pinkalicious gets some money of her
own to spend at a yard sale. To find the most pinkeriffic treasure for herself, Pinkalicious sorts through piles and piles of fabulous dress-up clothes, sports
gear, and more. Yet when she finally finds the perfect purchase, Pinkalicious realizes it's even more perfect for her mother! Beginning readers and parents
will love this warm Pinkalicious I Can Read story, which shows that the best gifts aren't the ones you receive but the ones you give. This is a Level One I
Can Read book, which means it's perfect for children learning to sound out words and sentences.
Celebrate spring with Pinkalicious! #1 New York Times bestselling author Victoria Kann brings young readers a Pinkalicious I Can Read adventure about
flowers and the power of imagination. Pinkalicious is absolutely positive that a flower fairy will visit her garden. After all, flower fairies love pink, and so
does Pinkalicious! When Pinkalicious transforms her garden into a pink wonderland, will it entice the flower fairy to visit? Pinkalicious and the Flower
Fairy is a Level One I Can Read book, which means it’s perfect for children learning to sound out words and sentences. Whether shared at home or in a
classroom, the short sentences, familiar words, and simple concepts of Level One books support success for children eager to start reading on their own.
Readers can watch Pinkalicious and Peterrific on the funtastic PBS Kids TV series Pinkalicious & Peterrific!
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